
FLANK FIRE

The flank fire technique con-
sists of treating an area with lines
of fire set into the wind which
burn outward at right angles to
the wind. This technique also
requires considerable knowledge
of fire behavior, particularly if
used by itself. It is used quite
often to secure the flanks of a
strip-head fire, backfire, or
other methods as they progress.
It is sometimes used to supple-
ment a backfire in light fuel

Flank Firelechnique

areas or under more humid
weather conditions.

This method of firing can
stand little variation in wind
direction and needs expert crew
coordination and timing. It is

useful on a small area or to
facilitate burning a large area in a
relatively short time.

Factors in using flank
fire technique:
A. Fuels should be light to

mediumless than 8 tons per
acre

WIND

V

Plowed Base Line

PRESCRIBED BURNED FORESTS
ARE MORE PRODUCTIVE

Wind direction must be steady

Best used in medium-to-large
sawti m her

U. Allows fast area ignition

Needs fewer plowlines

Crew coordination is very

important. Use radio communica-
tions on large areas

Useful in securing flanks of
other burning techniques

Always secure base line.
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SPOT FIRE

The technique of spot firing is
an exact procedure which
requires considerable experience
by the prescribed burner. This
method employs a series of small
spot fires which burn in all
directions as they come together,
minimizing the possibility of any
one spot gaining sufficient
momentum to start a hot run.
Timing and spacing of the
individual fire spots are the keys
to successful application of this
method.

When used in a residual stand,
care should be taken not to space
spots closer than 2 to 3 chains

which would create more junc-
tion zones of increased intensity,
nor too far apart allowing
individual spots to build up hot
fire heads. A skilled crew can
treat a large area in a short time
using this technique.
Inexperienced prescribed burners
should utilize some other tech-
nique until they gain consider-
able experience in fire behavior.
This method can be used with
light, variable winds. Caution -
variable winds may be an indica-
tion of instability.

Factors in using
spot-fire technique:

A. Fuels should be generally
uniform and light to medium

Winds can be light and variable
in direction

Best used in medium-to-large
sawtimber or in open and
regeneration burning

Method is susceptible to creation
of hot spots if spot fires incor-
rectly spaced

Allows fast area ignition

It is cheaperneeds no interior
plowed lines

G.Secure base line before area

firing, and entire perimeter as
burning progresses.

Caution - Be sure the fire will
not escape control.

PRESCRIBED FIRE-A MULTIPLE USE TOOL
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CENTER AND CIRCULAR
(OR RING) FIRING

This technique of firing has
never been widely used in the
South, but it is becoming a

more useful and better known
burning technique, particularly
in slash disposal efforts on cut-
over regeneration areas prepara-
tory to seeding or planting. This
method of burning is used on
areas where a relatively hot fire is
needed to reduce or eliminate
logging slash and debris.

As with other burning tech-
niques, a base control line,
usually on the downwind side of
the burn area, is made secure
with back and flank firings. Once
the base line is secured, the
entire burn area is circled with
fire and allowed to sweep over
the area. Often, during periods of
light wind, one or more spot fires
near the center of the area can
assist in pulling the outer circle
of fire toward the center. This
firing method can generally be
used in any seasonweather con-
ditions are not as critical. How-
ever, caution is in order, par-
ticularly when weather condi-
tions border on the unstable.
This type of fire is conducive to
developing strong and often
violent convection columns,
spotting possibly up to 1 mile at
times.

CHEVRON BURN

This technique of prescribed
firing is designed for use in hilly
or Piedmont areas to fire ridge
points or ridge ends. Lines of fire
should be started simultaneously
from the apex of a ridge point,
and progress downhill. Basically,
it involves a flank fire concept
except that the lines of fire are
not parallel. Any two lines of fire
converge at a point rather than
along a line, resulting in the
junction zones or areas of
increased intensity remaining
small. The Chevron technique
alone is not suited to most Pied-
mont topography, and should be
used only in combination with
other techniques.

WIND
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BURN BACK BASE CONTROL LINE FIRST

I
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PILE AND
WINDROW BURNING

Due to the character and
placement of fuel, techniques
used in burning debris piles and
windrows are more or less fixed.

However, it is highly recom-
mended that every precaution
and every prerequisite for the
best weather conditions con-
ducive to good smoke dissipation
in open burning also be followed

in fixed burning situations, such
as pile and windrow burning.
Piles should be dry and as free of
soil as possible to speed up com-
bustion.

Select the firing technique which will best accomplish the burning
objectives. Along with this, determine the best combination of

weather and fuels which will accomplish the objective and, at the same
time, minimize the burning period. Strict correlation of these factors will
help to disperse the smoke into the upper atmosphere and away from
smoke-sensitive areas.

PRESCRIBED BURNING: GOOD WILDLIFE HABITAT
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SMOK ANAG T

Prescribed burning, however
useful it may be in accomplishing
certain resource objectives, can
contribute to air pollution. The
use of prescribed burning carries
with it an obligation to eliminate
or minimize any adverse environ-
mental effects. Listed below are
some guidelines to observe in
reducing the impact from smoke.

Have defensible objec-
tives.Be sure you have clear
resource objectives and have con-
sidered the impact on the total
environmentboth onsite and
offsite.

Obtain and use weather
forecasts.Weather information
and fire-weather forecasts are
available to all resource managers
through the state forestry
agency. Be sure and use them.
Such information is needed to
determine what will happen to
the smoke, as well as to deter-
mine the behavior of the fire.

Don't burn during pollu-
tion alerts or temperature inver-
sions.Smoke will tend to stay
near the ground and will not
disperse readily. Many fire-
weather forecasters include this
in their regular forecasts.

Comply with air pollution
control regulations.Know the
regulations when you make the
prescription. Check with the
state fire control agency.

Burn when conditions are
good for rapid dispersion.The
atmosphere should be slightly
unstable so smoke will rise and
dissipatebut not so unstable as
to cause a control problem.
Again, your fire-weather fore-
caster can help.

Determine the direction
and volume of smoke.
Especially near highways and
populated areas. Smoke manage-
ment guidelines will help in
making this determination.

Use caution when near or
upwind of smoke-sensitive
areas.Burning should be done
when wind will carry smoke
away from heavily traveled
roads, airports, and populated
areas.

Notify local fire control
office, nearby residents, and
adjacent landowners.This is

only common courtesy, as well
as a requirement in most areas. It
will let them know it is not a
wildfire and you will get advance
notice of any adverse public
reactionsuch as people with
respiratory ailments, washday,
etc.

Use test fires to confirm
smoke behavior.Set in the area
proposed for burning, away
from road or other "edge"
effects.

Use backfires when
possible. - Backfires give more
complete consumption of fuel
and produce less smoke. Even
though slower and more expen-
sive, less pollutants are put into
the air and visibility is less
restricted.

Burn in small blocks.
The larger the area being burned,
the more visibility is reduced
downwind and a higher concen-
tration of particulates is put into
the air. However, it may be
better to burn all the area needed
when weather conditions are
ideal for rapid dispersion of
smoke.

1 2. Mopup along roads.
Burn out and start mopup along
roads as soon as possible to
reduce impact on visibility.

Be cautious of nighttime
burning.Predicting smoke drift
and visibility is more difficult at
night. The wind may lessen or
die out completely and smoke
will tend to stay near the ground.
Burn at night only when you
have a definite forecast of
optimum conditions.

Have emergency plan.Be
prepared to control traffic on
nearby roads if wind changes
direction. Be prepared to plow
out and stop a prescribed burn if
it is not burning according to
plan or if weather conditions
change.

PRESCRIBED FIRE REDUCES AIR POLLUTION
FROM WILDFIRES!
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PLANNING
THE PRESCRIBED BURN

Prescription burning is a

highly technical job requiring a
knowledge of fire behavior, sup-
pression techniques, and the
environmental effects of fire. A
written prescribed burning plan,
prepared by a knowledgeable
person, is needed for each area to
be burned.

Draw up the plan before the
burning season, then burn when
the prescribed weather materia-
lizes. Some plans may be quite
short and simple while others
will be complex. The unit can
vary from a few to over 1,000
acres, but the topography and
amount and type of fuel in a unit

should be similar. It could, how-
ever, be made up of a series of
blocks in the same compartment
or management unit as long as
the same objectives apply and
the fuel similar.

BredK arge areas down into
1-day burning blocks or smaller.
Use existing barriers such as

roads and creeks as much as
possibleand be sure that it is

still an effective barrier at time
of burn.

THE WRITTEN PLAN
A prepared form with space

for all the information needed is
best. It will serve as a checklist to

Make a prescribed burning plan for each area

be sure you have not overlooked
some aspect or potential impact.

The written plan should in-
clude the following:
Li Reasons for burning and

desired objectives

Li Description and map of area
Li Weather needed

Li Publicity needs

Li Alternative weather and firing
pattern if any

Li Season and time of day

Li Firing method
Li Control and mopup

Li Appraisal of prescribed burn.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE
Include in the written plan the

purpose or reason for prescribing
a treatment using fire; for
example, brownspot control,
hazard reduction, wildlife
habitat, etc. In addition, give a
specific objective. State exactly
what fire is to dowhat it should
kill or consume, how much litter
should be left, etc. Also give a
concise explanation of fire
behavior expectedhow high
should the flames be and how
intense. This will enable the
person in charge of the burning
to possibly vary the technique
and still accomplish your objec-
tives if the prescribed weather
conditions do not materialize.
Such information will also be
useful in determining the success
of each burn.
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Overstory: Type, density, size
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Soil type and topography
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D. Specific Objective:
(Fire intensity,

E. Pre-Burn Factori
percent litter to leave, amount of brush to be consumed, etc.)

1. Chains to Exteriorplow: Interior Total
2. Chains to fire: Exterior I ntedor Total
3. Crew SizeS Type of Fire Procedure

4. Expected rate of spread No. Hours to Complete
5. Special Precautions

6. Notify
Regulations That Apply:7.

C. Purpose(s):

1. Hazard Reduction 6. Forage
Site Preparation 7. Accessibility2.

3. Wildlife Habitat 8. Aesthetics
Manage Understory 9. Other4.

Disease Control5.

F. Oesired Weather
1. Wind (direction & speed) Month
2. Fine Fuel MoistureRe'ative Humidity
3. Litter moistureTemperature
4. Burning Index RangeDays since rain
5. Time of day to start Stability

PRESCRIBED BURNING UNIT PLAN

State County District Comp't.
Burning Unit No. Twp. Rge. Sec.
Gross Acres Net Acres

(Draw map on back or attach)
A. Record of Previous Burning: Date Type Results
B. Description of Stand:

(a) at time fire set (b) during burn (c) time of observation
Wnd (vel. / dir.)
Wnd behavior
Dry bulb temp.
Rel. humidity
Burning index

H. FviIt,atinn

G. SummarynfBurn
Acres burned: Type of fire used In Charge

Dates burned: Time set Days since rain

Weather factors:
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BURNING UNIT MAP

DESCRIPTION OF THE
BURNING UNIT

Include the following descrip-
tions in the plan:
EJ Location of area and number

of acres to burn

EJ Record of previous burning

EJ Complete description of the
area, including:

Overstory: Type, density, and
size

Understory: Type, density, and
height

Fuels: Type, density, and age

Soil type and topography.

MAP OF THE BURNING UNIT
A detailed map of each burn-

ing unit is an important part of
the burning plan. The map can
be used to show the unit bound-
aries, landownership, topo-

graphy, areas to be plowed out,
firing and holding details, and
other essential information.
Show areas that should be
excluded or protected such as
improvements, young reproduc-
tion, sawdust piles, etc. Sub-
divide each area to be burned
into logical, 1-day burning
blocks, or smaller if smoke man-
agement needs dictate.

WEATHER FACTORS
Weather factors that need to

be considered are:

E Wind (direction and speed)
EJ Relative humidity

EJ Fine fuel moisture

EJ Temperatur

EJ Burning index range

EJ Stability

EJ Dampness of litter.

Also include alternative
weather conditions (wind, rela-
tive humidity, and/or fuel
moisture) with a method of
burning that will produce
approximately the same intensity
fire and accomplish the desired
objectives.

FUEL CONDITIONS
The amount of fuel and the

intensity of burn desired will
determine the weather factors
needed and the burning techni-
que to use. The species and
height of the overstory will
determine the maximum inten-
sity that can be tolerated. Where
large amounts of fuel are present,
cooler burns can be accomp-
lished by burning when the
humidity and fuel moisture are
in the higher range so a smaller
percent of the fuel will be avail-
able. Backfire will also result
in a less intense fire. Lower air
temperatures are desirable with a
more intense fire, especially
when the understory fuels are
tall.

Two separate prescribed burns
may be necessary to eliminate
heavy volumes of fuel without
damage to the overstory.

SEASON AND TIME OF DAY
Winter - Most prescribed

burning is done during the winter
months so the larger stems of the
overstory will not be killed. In
heavy rough, the area can be
treated with a low-intensity
backfire and followed with
another the next winter.

SpringMore variable weather
and generally higher fire danger
dictate smaller burns for greater
flexibility during spring. Check
with the local wildlife specialists
to determine the exact period
when prescribed burning would
be detrimental to wildlife.

Summer Due to the gen-
erally high air temperature
during the summer, it takes
much less heat to raise the
cambium to lethal temperature.
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fire and accomplish the desired
objectives.

FUEL CONDiTIONS
The amount of fuel and the

intensity of burn desired will
determine the weather factors
needed and the burning techni-
que to use. The species and
height of the overstory will
determine the maximum inten-
sity that can be tolerated. Where
large amounts of fuel are present,
cooler burns can be accomp-
lished by burning when the
humidity and fuel moisture are
in the higher range so a smaller
percent of the fuel will be avail-
able. Backfire will also result
in a less intense fire. Lower air
temperatures are desirable with a
more intense fire, especially
when the understory fuels are
tall.

Two separate prescribed burns
may be necessary to eliminate
heavy volumes of fuel without
damage to the overstory.

SEASON AND TIME OF DAY
Winter - Most prescribed

burning is done during the winter
months so the larger stems of the
overstory will not be killed. In
heavy rough, the area can be
treated with a low-intensity
backfire and followed with
another the next winter.

SpringMore variable weather
and generally higher fire danger
dictate smaller burns for greater
flexibility during spring. Check
with the local wildlife specialists
to determine the exact period
when prescribed burning would
be detrimental to wildlife.

Summer Due to the gen-
erally high air temperature
during the summer, it takes
much less heat to raise the
cambium to lethal temperature.
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--- ;. Also include alternative
weather conditions (wind, rela-
tive humidity, and/or fuel
moisture) with a method of
burning that will produce
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For this reason, summer burns
are used to kill undesirable
hardwoodsusually a series of
burns after a winter burn.

Time of day Normally, plan
burning operations so the entire
prescribed burning job can be
completed within a standard
workday. The last job of the day
is to patrol and mopup the
perimeters of the fire.

Generally, burning during day-
light hours is better due to the
constant and steady winds that
occur. At night, smoke tends to
stay close to the ground and
collect in small depressions. Also,
the relative humidity usually
goes up at night, resulting in
spotty burning.

However, some winter nights
have strong cold fronts moving
in when the wind persists and the
relative humidity does not rise.
When night burning is done, keep
a close check on wind, humidity,
and smoke drift.

PUBLICITY ON BURNING
List in the plan the name and

telephone number of the local
state fire protection officer and
neighbors who should be con-
tacted prior to the prescription
burn.

IMPACT OF SMOKE
List any sensitive areas near or

downwind of area to burn. In-
clude precautions needed to
lessen the impact from the
smoke.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
List any legal requirements

that might apply, and what the
prescribed burner will need to do
to comply. Remember, the
person who conducts the pre-
scribed burning operation may
not be the same one that made
the analysis and prepared the
prescription.

FIRING PLAN
An important part of a suc-

cessful prescribed burn is the
plan for firing and holding a unit.
It should consist of a narrative
section, plus a detailed map. In-

dude the following items as they
apply:

Planned time of day for
setting the fire
Firing method to use, firing
sequence, and possible alter-
natives
Lines to plow and lines to
fire
Manpower and equipment
needed, and planned dis-
tribution for setting,
holding, patrolling, and
mopping up the fire
Location and number of
reinforcement men and
equipment that can be
mobilized rapidly if fire
escapes

Instructions for overhead,
including complete descrip-
tion or illustration of assign-
ment, and forces needed to
fire out, hold, and mopup
the fire.

CONTROL AND MOPUP
A well-prepared plan will in-

clude the necessary safeguards to
confine the fire to the prescribed
area and reduce smoke impact.
Mopup will be prompt and com-
plete. Emphasize protection of
all adjacent lands. Consider and
make backup plans for any
variation in forecasted weather
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which may change a prescribed
fire into damaging wildfire or
increase the pollution in smoke-
sensitive areas.

APPRAISAL

Include space for a written
evaluation of the prescribed
burn. A record of actual weather
conditions, behavior of fire, and
total environmental effects of
the burn is essential in deter-
mining the effectiveness of the
prescribed burn and is useful in
setting criteria for future burns.

At the beginning of the pre-
scribed burn and also during
early afternoon, record wind-
speed and direction, fuel
moisture, humidity, burning
index, temperature, days since
last rain, and dampness of soil
and lower litter. Also record
behavior data of the fire such as
type of fire used, height of flames,
and forward rate of spread. After
the burn, record amount of
scorch, bark char, consumption
of brush, litter, and duff, and
any other evidence of fire
intensity such as cracks in bark,
exposed mineral soil, and un-
burned areas. Also include a

short narrative on success of
burn.

EFFECTS OF HUMIDITY AND DAYS SINCE RAIN
ON LITTER MOISTURE

I I
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY (PERCENT)
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PREPARING
FOR THE
PRESCRIBED BURN i

Good preparation is the key to
successful burning. It is essential
in realizing maximum net
benefits at acceptable costs.
Preparation consists of all the
steps necessary in making the
area ready for firing.

This preburn work is usually
done by a 3-man crew consisting
of a leader, tractor operator, and
cleanup man. The leader should
be a man trained and experi-
enced in prescribed fire. His job
is to locate and establish control
lines (usually plowed) to best
accomplish the objectives of the
burning plan. To do this job
skillfully, the leader must have
personal knowledge, or have
information available from a

burning plan, about:

Li Weather elements involved

Li Fire behavior

Li Amount and type of fuel on
the area

Li Location of natural and man-
made fire barriers

Li Degree of risk and hazard
present

Li Burning technique and inten-
sity of fire to be used

Li Burning objectives for the
particular area

Li Restrictive measures dictated
by law or local custom

Li Fire suppression safety

Li Location of any improve-
ments which could be

endangered

Li Areas within the prescribed
unit that may need to be
excluded from fire, such
as:

areas with extreme mopup and
breakover potential (sawdust
piles, snags, etc.)

highly scenic areas

highly erodible areas

- streamside zones
- areas harboring special-quality

wildlife habitat that would be
damaged by fire

- desirable hardwood areas
- timber and grass areas suscept-

ible to fire damage.

The leader should inspect the
burn block by walking over it
prior to starting work. Before
starting work, he should give
safety instructions to the crew.

ESTABLISHING CONTROL
LINES
LI Plow in advance of burning,

preferably after leaf fall,
to reduce effect of fallen
material on prepared lines

Li Hold plowlines to a mini-
mum, keeping them
shallow and on the con-
tour as much as possible in
hilly country

Li Plow minimum of interior
lines. Use skid trails and
logging roads where feas-
ible

Li Keep control lines as straight
as possible. Bend them
around excluded areas,

avoiding sharp corners or
abrupt changes in direc-
tion

Li Avoid rock outcrops and
boggy ground

Li Double or widen plowlines at
hazardous places

Li Subdivide large areas into
logical 1-day burning jobs

Li Avoid dense timber stands or
heavy fuel pockets near
lines.

AFTER PLOWLINES ARE
ESTABLISHED
Li Clean brush and debris from

interior side of area
boundary lines

Li Remove any material above
the line which could carry
fire across the control line

Li Fall snags near line (inside
and outside)

Li Construct water bars and
leadoff ditches in steeper
terrain to prevent soil
erosion

Li Seed and fertilize exposed soil
of plowlines in steep topo-
graphy to prevent soil
erosion.

BURNING UNIT MAP
Li Locate all control lines on

plan map, noting any
changes from original plan

Li Note on plan map any danger
spots along control lines
having potential for escape
of fire.
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EXECUTING THE BURN

There are few days of good
prescribed burning weather
during the year. When these days
arrive, top priority should be
given to getting the burning job
done. With good initial prepara-
tion, burning can begin without
loss of time.

A prescribed burning crew
usually consists of a foreman and
5 to 6 men. With preparation,
this size crew can handle a burn
of several hundred acres in size.
The foreman should be an

experienced prescribed burner

Small test fire to check behavior of fire and smoke
I '

with an understanding of fire
behavior. The usual crew consists
of 3 firing men equipped with
torches, 2 patrolmen equipped
with hand tools, and usually a
tractor operator with a plow unit
for emergency use.

Radios for communication are
almost a necessity for large
burning jobs. Two vehicles are
essential to permit maximum
mobility of the foreman and
crews. Power saws are useful
additions to the equipment
supply.

Check moisture of duff and litter
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V

Observe constantly! Start inopup as soon as possible

The foreman should have his
crew ready to fire the area as
early in the day as conditions
permit, thus leaving maximum
time for mopup and patrol of
the lines. Normally, plan to
complete any one job within a
standard workday.

'Give Prescribed Burning Top
PRIORITY when burning
weather arrives."

The foreman should:
LI Carry burning plans and maps

to the job

LI Check the weather before
starting to burn and keep
updated throughout the
day

LI Check line perimeters of area
to be burned and excluded
areas. Reinforce and safe-
guard if necessary

LI Notify adjoining property
owners and local fire
control organizations
before starting fire

LI Give crew instructions on pro-
cedure, including safety
precautions

LI Post signs on public roads and
be prepared to have traffic
controllers if smoke will
possibly obscure visibility

LI Check duff and soil for damp-
ness

LI Test burn with a small fire
before firing; check the
fire and smoke behavior
with weather conditions
on the site

LI Inform crew of starting point
and sequence for setting
fire

LI Have a means of instant com-
munication with all crew
members

LI Be alert to changing condi-
tions, and be prepared to
change burning techniques
or plow the fire out if an
emergency arises

LI Burn so that the wind will
carry smoke away from
sensitive areas

LI Mopup and patrol perimeters
constantly during the
operation, and thereafter
until there is no further
danger of fire escape.

Behavior of a prescribed burn
will vary because of roads or
other openings in the timber
stand, varying fuel conditions,
changing weather, and the
firing technique.
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EVALUATING THE BURN

Good prescribed burn with low scorch

The burn is evaluated to deter-
mine its effectiveness in meeting
prescribed objectives and to gain
information to be used in future
planning.

Evaluation of the burn should
consider:

Was preburn preparation
made?

El Were objectives met?

LI Adherence to burning plan?
LI Were conditions of weather,

fuel conditions, and fire
behavior within planned
limits?

Lii Environmental effects on soil,
air, vegetation, water, and
wildlife?

LI Any accidents or near
accidents?

El Was fire confined to area; any
escape?

LiIWas burning technique
correct?

El Were costs comparable with
benefits derived?

INDICATIONS AND
GUIDELINES

Tree Bole and Needle Scorch
The height to which tree boles

are blackened may give some
indication of the fire intensity.
The best indicator is percent of
foliage discoloration. The
following table is a rule of thumb
for estimating possible damage
on loblolly pine 12 inches or
larger:

Percent Scorch of
Crown Damage

0 to 35 0 to negligible
36 to 66 moderate
67 to 100 heavy

Longleaf and slash pine can
survive more defoliation from
scorch than loblolly. A study
indicates that slash pine planta-
tions on Coastal Plain soils with
average tree d.b.h. of 4 inches
and height of 25 feet had no
reduction in height or diameter
growth until crown scorch
exceeded 50 percent.

Indicators of a good pre-
scribed burn are no discoloration
of the foliage and complete
blackening of the burned area. A
series of bark cracks extending
into the cambium at ground level
will indicate the success of hard-
wood kill. Enough low-surface
heat applied for sufficient dura-
tion to penetrate the bark kills
the cambium layer.

Gauge the success of burning
for brownspot by the degree of
burn of the longleaf seedling
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Making evaluation of a prescribed burn

needles in the grass stage without
injury to the white bud. Ideally,
all diseased needles are burned
off leaving a small, protective
cluster around the bud.

Soil

Burning under prescribed con-
ditions in the South generally
does not expose bare soil. The
amount of duff material remain-
ing after the burn is the key to
judging any change in surface
material makeup caused by
burning. If soil is exposed,
especially on steeper slopes,
damage may result from soil
movement and deterioration of
site quality.

Air Quality
Prescribed burning releases

visible products into the atmo-
sphere. When present in suffici-
ent quantity, they can impair
visibility and possibly cause

human discomfort. Evaluation of
how well the smoke was
dispersed into the upper atmo-
sphere and whether or not it was
kept from drifting into smoke-
sensitive areas is necessary to

determine present effect on air
quality and guidelines needed for
future burning.

WHEN TO MAKE
EVALUATION

Evaluation should take place
soon after the burn and again at
some future time.

First evaluation to determine:

El Amount of crown foliage dis-
coloration

El Amount of consumption of
understory vegetation

El If needles were burned off
longleaf seedlings without
injury to terminal bud

El Amount of duff remaining on
forest floor

El How well smoke was
dispersed into upper atmo-
sphere

El If smoke was kept from sensi-
tive areas

El If excluded areas were un-
burned

El Any escape of fire

El Any adverse public comment
or reaction prior to,
during, or immediately
after the burn.

Future evaluation can best be
made after the start of the
growing season to determine:

El Percent of crown foliage dis-
coloration

ElCracks extending into
cambium layer

El Resin exuding from pine tre's

El Any kill of desirable timber
or other vegetation

El Percent kill of undesired
vegetation

Li Recovery of long leaf seedlings
free of brownspot

El Remaining duff layer; mineral
soil exposed; any soil
movement

El Public expression for or
against the burning
program.
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REDUCE FUELS Winter

IMPROVE
WILDLIFE
HABITAT

Deer

Turkey

Quad

Dove

Waterfowl

Large enough to
break fuel
continuity

C

Dependent on
infected area -
include a buffer
strip

Heavy rough
back fire.
Moderate-to-
light roughs-
Strip-Head

Backfire or strip-
head

backfire or
strip-head

(strip-head with
higher humidities
and light fuels is
usually best)

2 to 4 years

2 years

Not critical

Not critical

2 to 3 years

'Size of ownership, adjacent land use, etc., may affect size of burn;
i.e, on a 200-acre tract, burns of 40 to 60 acres per year provide
variety of conditions.

AT1O

For plantation maintenance
burns, annual head fires may
be used after reducing heavy
roughs by an initial backfire.

General - Protect transitional
or fringe areas.

Leave thickets, stream bottoms.

Leave thickets, stream bottoms.

Not recommended in hardwood
sites - marshy areas only (exposes
seeds and roots).

Avoid leaving unburned
pockets of infected seedlings
within or immediately
adjacent to burn if possible.

Requires precise prescriptions
to protect vegetative type
changes. Recognize effect on
annual and biennial flowering
plants. Provide pleasing visual
lines. Time and method of
burning may be critical to
public acceptance.
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PURPOSE TIME OF BURN SIZE OF BURN TYPE OF FIRE FREQUENCY REMARKS

Winter preferred 200+ acres

Winter preferred - 2004- acres
avoid March thru
July; Summer burns
- August only

Winter only Checkerboard or
strip f over 160
acres

Winter Not critical

Winter Not critica'

Winter - backfire 3 to 5 years In south central Alabama, late
fawning rules out summer burns.

Winter - backfire 3 to 5 years
Summer - strip-
head

CONTROL Brownspot -
DIS EASE winter

ENHANCE Winter Varies with each Backfire 1 to 5 years
APPEARANCE individua'

situation -
generaHy small

REDUCE FUELS Winter

IMPROVE
WILDLIFE
HABITAT

Deer

Turkey

Quail

Dove

Waterfowl

C

Large enough to
break fuel
continuity

Dependent on
infected area -
include a buffer
strip

Heavy rough
back fire.
Moderate-to-
light roughs-
Strip-Head

Winter - backfire

Winter - backfire
Summer - strip-
head

Backfire or strip-
head

backfire or
strip-head

(strip-head with
higher humidities
and light fuels is
usually best)

2 to 4 years

3 to 5 years

3 to 5 years

2 years

Not critical

Not critical

2 to 3 years

'Size of ownership, adjacent land use, etc., may affect size of burn;
i.e, on a 200-acre tract, burns of 40 to 60 acres per year provide
variety of conditions.
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For plantation maintenance
burns, annual head fires may
be used after reducing heavy
roughs by an initial backfire.

General - Protect transitional
or fringe areas.

In south central Alabama, late
fawning rules out summer burns.

Leave thickets, stream bottoms.

Leave thickets, stream bottoms.

Not recommended in hardwood
sites - marshy areas only (exposes
seeds and roots).

Avoid leaving unburned
pockets of infected seedlings
within or immediately
adjacent to burn if possible.

Requires precise prescriptions
to protect vegetative type
changes. Recognize effect on
annual and biennial flowering
plants. Provide pleasing visual
lines. Time and method of
burning may be critical to
public acceptance.
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PURPOSE TIMEOFBURN SIZEOFBURN TYPEOFFIRE FREQUENCY REMARKS

Winter preferred 200+ acres'

Winter preferred - 200-'- acres'
avoid March thru
July; Summer burns
- August only

Winter only Checkerboard or
strip if over 160
acres

Winter Not critical

Winter Not critical

CONTROL Brownspot -
DIS EASE winter

ENHANCE Winter Varies with each Backfire 1 to 5 years
APPEARANCE individual

situation -
generally small



PREPARE SITES
FOR SEEDING
AND
PLANTING

MANAGE
UND E RSTORY
VEGETATION

IMPROVE
FORAGE

Planting - Grow-
ing season for
hardwood con-
trol, fall and
winter for
planting.

Direct Seeding -
Fall and Winter
for spring sowing.
In some areas
previous winter
for fall sowing
of longleaf.
Natural Seeding -
Summer and early
fall prior to
natural seed fall.

Heavy roughs -
winter.
Moderate roughs
winter, spring,
or summer.

Winter for most
situations.
Split burn if
possible (exam
pie - Dec. and
Feb.).

1MG

Large enough to
prevent concen-
trations of birds &
rodents (usually
10 acres or more).

Not critical

Dependent on
size of
ownership

These guidelines are general
and may not fit all situations

Planting or Direct
Seeding - ring
fire in slash areas;
flank, or strip-
head fire
Natural Seeding -
summer - strip-
head
winter - backfire

Winter - backfire
Spring and
Summer - back
or strip-head

Not critical but
relate to other
resources

Varies with
management
objectives

3 to 4 years

Recognize impact on water
and wildlife resources since
these are generally hot fires.

Summer burns generally
result in higher mortality
and affect larger stems.
Exclude fire from desirab'e
hardwoods in hardwood and
pine hardwood types.

Split burning provides higher
nutritional values over a
longer period. Individual
grass and forb species respond
differently to fire. Knowledge
of species present and
reaction to fire important.
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PURPOSE TIME OF BURN SIZE OF BURN TYPE OF FIRE FREQUENCY REMARKS

IMPROVE Will vary with Varies with The more rough - Objectives for burn will
ACCESSI- species, under- individual the less intense influence size, time frequency
BILITY story, and situation burning technique of burn. Coordinate with

desired use. should be used. other resource objectives.
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Feb.).
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rodents (usually
10 acres or more).
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size of
ownership

These guidelines are general
and may not fit all situations

Planting or Direct
Seeding - ring
fire in slash areas;
flank, or strip-
head fire
Natural Seeding -
summer strip-
head
winter - backfire

Winter - backfire
Spring and
Summer back
or strip-head

Not critical but
relate to other
resources

Varies with
management
objectives

3 to 4 years

Recognize impact on water
and wildlife resources since
these are generally hot fires.

Summer burns generally
result in higher mortality
and affect larger stems.
Exclude fire from desirable
hardwoods in hardwood and
pine hardwood types.

Split burning provides higher
nutritional values over a
longer period. Individual
grass and forb species respond
differently to fire. Knowledge
of species present and
reaction to fire important.
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D F_AG"
SITUATIONS

IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS EXIST, ANALYZE THE SITUATION FURTHER
BEFORE MAKING DECISION TO BURN.

U No written plan
EJ No map
EJ Heavy fuels
EJ Dry duff and soil
EJ Inadequate control lines
EJ No updated weather forecast for area
U Forecast does not agree with prescription
D Poor visibility
EJ Personnel and equipment stretched thin
D Prescribe burning large area
UJ Communications for all personnel not available
EJ No backup plan or forces available
EJ No one notified of plans to burn
EJ Behavior of test fire not as prescribed

IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS EXIST, CURTAIL BURNING AND PLOW OUT
EXISTING FIRE.

EJ Fire exhibiting erratic behavior
EJWind shifting or other change in weather
U Smoke not dispersing as predicted
EJ Road or other sensitive area smoked in
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Please be careful with fire!Please be careful with fire!
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